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Truly exquisite designs, intricate details, and brilliant color schemes come together in this new DIY

book on decorating eggs. This age-old craft is given new life through gemlike color dyes and

beeswax. Design a simple two-color pattern, such as a snowflake or a Mexican stamp. Go

traditional with a Ukrainian egg. You can even quilt on your eggs with a patchwork or appliquÃ©

design. Using dyes and beeswax, these eggs can be fanciful house decorations or fun gifts for

family and friends. Chapters include basic decorating tips and how to choose your colors. With

illustrated step-to-step instructions and a gallery of completed projects, you'll be creating your own

dynamic eggs in no time at all. This book is perfect for crafters and painters of all skill level.
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I am just beginning with pysanky and this book has been a treasure trove! It begins with a brief

history of the art, clear explanations and wonderful photos of the tools of the trade, and moves into

very easy-to-follow instructions for making decorated eggs. Throughout, the book is filled with

wonderful full-color photos of lovely eggs, sparking the imagination with possibilities. The waxing

and dying process is documented clearly with photographs and explained fully in detailed

step-by-step instructions for making a simple but stunning beginner's egg. Pollak always gives

options, not just her preferred method of doing it, explaining the differences between traditional and

modern tools, different ways of removing the wax and blowing the egg, etc. There is an entire

chapter on playing with color and the effects of one color on top of another color, followed by a



chapter on simple two-color designs. She encourages playing with design and color to see what

happens! Next are chapters on traditional Ukrainian designs and symbolism, "quilting" on eggshells

using patterns inspired by quilts, where to find inspiration for new and original decoration ideas

(fabric, cultural images, modern art, etc), and finally, chapters on creating lovely eggshell jewelry

and other nontraditional egg designs and uses (like bowls from ostrich eggs!). I would think this

book would be as indispensable on the shelf of an experienced egg decorator as I know it is on my

beginner's shelf! The only thing to be aware of is that this is NOT a pattern book. It gives clear

instructions on how to do pysanky, step-by-step directions for one pattern, shows various design

elements used in traditional Ukrainian eggs, and is filled with inspiring photos of finished eggs, but it

does not have the patterns for those eggs.
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